Introduction
A Kripke model of intuitionistic predicate logic can be described (see [1] ) as a quadruple .;(----(M, 4, 8, v) where (M, ~) is a poser (partially ordered set), ~ is a non-decreasing function associating a set of individual constants with each X E M, and for each X e M and each formula A, ~xA is equal to either "true" or "uncertain". The details can be found in w 3 below. In particular, Vx(nA) -~ "true" iff for each Y ~ X~, Ty.A. =/= "true".
In the spirit of Grzegorczyk's paper [2] 9ff may be interpreted as scheme of a scientific research. Elements of M are the stages of the reseaxch, ~ is the precedence relation, ~ (X) is the set of objects involved in the reseaxch at stage X. For an atomic formula A, vxA is a product of experiment. "The compound sentences are not a product of experiment"-writes Grzegorczyk-"They arise from reasoning. This concerns also negations: we see that the lemon is yellow, we do not see that it is not blue". This paper is a reaction for this remurk of Grzegorczyk. In many cases the falsehood of a simple scientific sentence can be ascertained as directly (or indirectly) as its truth. An example: a litmus-paper is used to verify sentence "The solution is acid". We regard a generalizations of Kripke models when ~x A can be equal to "false", "uncertain" or "true". That gives rise to a conservative extension of the intuitionistic logic which is nicer at least in one aspect: it is more symmetric, it satisfies very natural duality laws.
We use the strong negation to formalize the arising logic. The propositional intuitionistic logic with strong negation was regarded in [5] , [7] , [8] and [10] . We use here Vorob'ev's ealclflus in [10] . Thomason developed in [9] semantics, which is very close to ours, and the corresponding calculus CF. Unfortunately CF is not a conservative extension of the ordinaxy intuitionistic logic. For example formula Vx(Av C) ~ (VxAvC), where x does not occur in C, is provable in CF. It seems that even in the propositional case the duality laws of intuitionistic logic with strong negation were not mentioned before.
In w 1 we introduce a Hilbert-type calettlus H formalizing intuitionistic logic with strong negation. In w 2 H is interpreted in the ordinury intuition-
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Yuri Gttrevich istic calculus H and it is proved that H extends H conservatively. In w 3
Kripke models of II are defined. In w ~ the completeness theorem is proved. In w 5 duality laws are proved. In w 6 complete and independent systems of logical operators for H and for the propositional part of H axe presented.
In w 7 a 3-vnlued logic associated with H is discussed. In w 8 a Gentzen-typo calculus corresponding to H is considered.
The PROOF. See proof of the Replacement Theorem (Theorem 14) in [3] . ~:
(the strong equivalence).
LE~'IA 1.3. 
(i)
A
(--(A &B)) = (-rA)v(--rB)
and
=rA. 
. Then there exists a unique extension T of ~o such that S ----<M, ~., ~, ~} is a Kripke model of H (resp. of H).
PROOF is clear.
:DEFINITION. Let .)V = (M, ~, ~, ~} be a Kripke model of H (resp. H). A is defined (resp. true) at stage X iff Cn(A)c 'SX (resp. vxA ----1). A is defined in 9~ ~ iff A is defined at some stage of Yr. A is true in ~V iff A is defined in S ~nd it is true at each stage of 3V where it is defined. 
)ff be a model of H a~ld X be a stage of X. Suppose that Cn(A)= C,n(B). If (A-.,B) is provable in H then vxA = 1 iff TxB =1. If (A ----B) is provable in H then v.x.A = LyB.

. (Adequacy Theorem for H). A is provable in II if.f it is true in each model of H where it is defined. w 5. Duality
Here we prove that an inessential extension of H satisfies very natural duality laws.
Let calculus HI be obtained from II by adding a unary propositional connective a, binary propositional connective fl and the following axiom schemas:
aA ~ -7--A, (AfiB) --~ --(--A ~ --B).
HI-formulae can be regarded as abbreviations of H-formulae. Now we define duality of the lbgical opera,tors:
& is dual to v and vice versa,, V is dual to 3 and vice versa, 7 is dual to a and vice versa, is dual to fl and vice versa, --is dual to itself.
Below in this section s range over the logical operators of t11, ~ is the operator dual to s, A and B range over the Ill-formulas and the sign means provability and deducibility in HI. 
F--(AsB) =--(--A)~(--B) where s is &, v,D or fl; F-sxA ---Sx(--A) where s is V or 3.
COROLLARY 5.2. There exists an algorithm A ~A ~ which associates a formula A ~ with each formula A in such a way that A --A ~ and the scope of each occurrence of minus in A ~ is atomic, and a logical operator s occt~.rs in A ~ iff s or ~ occurs in A.
Below in this section:
A' is the result of repl~cing each logical oper,~tor in A by the du,~l operatoI'; .~ is the result of replacing each atomic formul~ in A by its strong negation; A* = A'. 
w Propositional logic
Here we prove Adequacy Theorem for the propositional paa't of H and present complete and independent systems of logical oper~tors for H ~nd its propositionnl part. In this section A, B r~nge over the PH-formtLl~e, E ~',~nge over the H-formulue.
LE~L~'IA 6.1. _Let (1,~, ..., .F,,) 
(Adequacy Theorem for PH). A is provable i t~ PH iff it is true in all Kripke models of PtI.
Formulae F~ and F2 are called strongly equivalent iff ('~1 -~--~2) is provable in /t. According to Corollary 3.4 strongly equivalent formulae can be considered to have the same meaning. It is worth while to study formulae modnlo strong equivalence.
Formula ~A --(A ~ --A) is provable in Pt-I (see [10] ). This fact can be easily checked. Conjuction and disjunction are mutually expressible using minus (Lemma 5. A Gentzen-type intuitionistic predicate calculus G1 is described in [3] . Let calculus G be obtained from G1 by the following changes. I~emove logicz~l operators ~, &, V and the correspondent logica,1 rules of inference, and add minus (the strong negation) and the following rules (in not~r 
. (One CUR read " k --A" ~s "A is logically f~lse". So (ii) states that ff A & G is logicully fnlse then either A or B is logie~flly fnlse).
if k --(A & B) then k --A or ~---B, (iii)
.
